This past month, The National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) released their January 2016 Small Business Economic Trend Report. This monthly report tracks small business confidence via NFIB’s proprietary Index of Small Business
Optimism that surveys small business owners on their plans to increase employment, make capital outlays, and increase
inventories. It also asks about economic expectations and other related items. This first report of 2016 showed that U.S.
small business confidence fell in January to its lowest level in nearly two years – the Small Business Optimism Index fell 1.3
points to 93.9 which is its weakest level since February 2014.
In its report, NFIB noted that a decrease in two key components played the largest roles in the overall Index’s decline – expectations for business conditions and expected real sales volumes. NFIB’s Chief Economist, William Dunkelberg, cited the
recent weak performance of GDP growth as a major component in the Index’s decline, and also mentioned that this slow
GDP growth did not correlate with the rise in job creation. Dunkelberg posed the question, “What are all these workers
making? It’s not showing up in GDP.”

Impact to Business Owners
It’s clear that a predicted or assumed slowdown in economic growth impacts business owners’ confidence. I’ve advised
enough small business owners over the years to know that when an owner’s confidence in his/her business wanes, he/she
hunkers down, works harder, and may become reluctant to hire and expand.

While an eagle-eye focus is a great entrepreneurial quality, it’s also important for business owners to look beyond a slowing
economy today, focus on the long-term strength of their enterprise, and remember their broader picture which includes
their personal and family’s financial goals. To help business owners divide their focus during this period of low confidence,
I’ve included below my top three tips for small business owners.
1. Tighten up your banking relationship(s). As a former commercial banker, I have seen how a solid working relationship
with your bank can make a difference in an economic downturn. This includes knowing the people that make the decisions
that affect your business, communicating any issues your business is facing, and building a stellar reputation at the bank.
For example, if your profit margins are thinning, or sales are slowing, tell your banker and outline how you are countering
this trend. If the banker asks for additional secondary sources of payment in order for them to continue extending credit,
don’t automatically resist. Demonstrating your long-term commitment to your business and your banking relationships
may solidify your working relationship. Conversely, when times are good, they can also show you more favorable terms.
At the end of the day, if the lines of communication are open and both sides understand what is important to each other,
like most relationships, your banking ties may strengthen.
2. Build a Strong Balance Sheet. The downturns in the economic cycle are inevitable, but can be a blessing in disguise for
stronger, better-capitalized companies. Tough economic times can weed out your inefficient competition and allow you
to emerge in an even stronger position. Anticipating for the lean times and having a company with a strong balance sheet
and cash reserves can help you be one of the survivors. When the slowdown hits, banks can tighten up credit, bonding
companies can get tougher on you, and vendors can revisit your credit terms. But remember, they also need to get through
the slowdown and remain profitable, and they want to work with the strong companies. That is why it pays off to maintain
financial discipline and use your capital wisely as you grow. Remember, as a local business, your sources of capital are limited so be sure to keep some accumulated cash in your company.
3. Continue to accumulate personal wealth. Many business owners not only put their heart and soul into their business but
also much of their personal wealth. Of course, for reasons noted above, the business needs a strong balance sheet, but saving for your own retirement is also critically important. Plus, assets held in your qualified retirement plan may be creditorprotected in the event the business experiences major difficulty or even bankruptcy. So, be sure to pay yourself first and
build your own net worth. You may face some bank covenants and restrictions on the amount you can contribute to yourself, but if this is the case, I suggest revisiting point #1 above and finding a banker that will work with you. And sometimes,
for a small business owner the best banker for your small business is a local community banker.
I know that it’s in our blood to have laser focus and unyielding drive when business seems shaky, but periods of low confidence demand that you also continue to maintain a strategic focus. Be sure to strengthen your banking relationships and
sources of capital, wisely manage your balance sheet, and be mindful of staying committed to your personal financial plan.
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